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本セッションでは、広く惑星科学に関する研究発表と議論を行う。惑星科学とは、地球や他の惑星をはじめとす
る太陽系や系外惑星系の現在・過去・未来に関する様々な研究からなる学問であり、幅広い視点からの議論が望
まれる。
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焼結ガラスビーズの熱伝導率と音速の測定実験
ポスター講演3分口頭発表枠
津田 彰子1、*小川 和律1、坂谷 尚哉2、荒川 政彦3、保井 みなみ3 (1.東京大学、2.総合研究大学院大学、3.神戸大
学)
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The thermal conductivity and sound velocity of sintered particle materials (glass beads) were
experimentally measured, and a correlation between them was investigated. Particles have often played
important roles in the solar system history. Especially dust particles condensed in the early solar nebula
formed planetesimals, and they remained as the main structure material of the bodies. The particles
were then gradually sintered as temperature increased by disintegrations of radioactive isotopes.
Finally, a part of planetesimals might be completely sintered and began to melt. Currently the sintered
materials may also exist on the lunar and asteroid subsurface for example. Mechanical and thermal
properties of such sintered materials are essential information for investigating the history of these
bodies. 
In the thermal issues, particles are known as a strong thermal insulator in vacuum. Although the thermal
conductivity of sintered materials has never been measured, it is considered to be a value between the
unsintered and a continuous rock, depending on degree of the sintering process. Concerning the sound
velocity, characteristic feature depending on the sintering degree is expected to be similar to the
thermal conductivity, because basically the phonon conduction is a common mechanism for both the
thermal and sound phenomena in electrical insulation materials. 
In this presentation, we report results of the first experiments of the thermal conductivity and sound
velocity measurements in sintered particle materials. For measurement samples, 9 different blocks of
sintered soda-lime glass beads were prepared: three bead diameters of 180-255, 355-500, and 710-1000
μ m, and three degrees of sintering that have nearly the same porosity 40%. The cross section of
sintering contact sites (neck) was evaluated for each sample. The thermal conductivity was measured by
the line heat source method by a line heater and temperature sensors given in the sample in advance. The
sound velocity was directly measured by a transmitter and receiver put at both ends of the block
samples. 
As results of the experiments, both the thermal conductivity and the sound velocity had an apparent
correlation with each other, and with degree of sintering. They appeared almost in proportion to the
neck diameter, which feature obviously indicates that the neck or contact size controls the bulk thermal
and sound conductions, in weakly-sintered particle systems at least. These results can be directly applied
to estimation of thermal and mechanical property of the ancient planetesimals. These results also
suggest that the thermal conductivity of sintered materials, and also of unsintered particles probably,
can be evaluated by measurements of the sound velocity.


